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Zimmerit in Soviet and German tests Aftermath of the Versailles treaty During WW1, after the initial shock,
the Germans paid little attention to the idea of tanks in trench warfare. They mostly relied on special infantry
units to perform breakthroughs, like the famous Sturmtruppen. It was thought that tanks were too vulnerable1.
However, after the successes of isolated British tanks, which made their way into German lines, they first
began to consider an appropriate response, and then a tank of their own. The A7V , a mobile fortress, was their
only successful attempt in this direction, and only a handful were produced until the armistice. Several light
tanks were also considered, but none reached production in time. In , the drastic Versailles treaty imposed
severe limitations on military personal and material, and it also forbade tank construction. Only a handful
armored cars were retained for police duties. Many models were developed in Sweden or the Soviet Union,
earning some much valued experience. In , the first Panzerkampfwagen I was issued to the Wehrmacht, with
the ordnance Waffenamt designation Sd. There were capable against the armored vehicles of neighboring
powers, like Czechoslovakia and Poland, but not against those of France, and even less against the USSR.
Panzer development Tanks available prior to the Campaign of France The Panzer I and II were considered
transitional models, designed for training and to prepare the industry for future, more advanced, vehicles.
Despite this, they were forced into combat, mostly as scout vehicles. The Panzer II remained in service for
quite a long time. But the real game changer was the Panzer III. After a long elaboration, both technical and
theoretical, this first true German medium tank entered mass production quite late, with the Ausf. L upgrade,
all mounted the same 37 mm 1. But these drawback were compensated by many other qualities, including
reliability, speed, a radio and a three-man turret. By then, another model became available in great numbers,
the Panzer IV. Conceived by Guderian and developed in as a support medium tank Begleitwagen , it was
available in limited quantities during the battle of France, but formed a large part of the Wehrmacht in the
summer of , during Operation Barbarossa. It borrowed many components from the Panzer III , but mounted a
75 mm 2. But as the limitations of the former became evident, the latter was quickly upgraded with
long-barrel, high velocity AT guns. This model became the mainstay of the German armor until For the first
time, an unpleasant feeling of inferiority spread through the Wehrmacht, especially after the merciless winter
of December February Under the insistence of Hitler and Eastern Front generals, two new design were
quickly put on the drawing board. The Panzer V , also called the Panther , and the Tiger , or Panzer VI were
meant as an answer to the shortcomings of their predecessors. Both were equipped with excellent guns. Both
tanks first appeared after a year and a half development, and they were ready in time for the battle of Kursk, in
July They gave cold sweats to the Russian tank crews, as well as the Allies later, in Italy and France. Panther
and Tiger Both the Tiger and the Panther were, on paper, some of the best designs in the world when they
came into service. However, both of them suffered from serious teething problems due to them being rushed
into production and to the front lines. The Panther became the second most produced German tank of the war,
but neither of these vehicles was produced to the numbers reached by the Allied tanks. Costs speak for
themselves. The very early series, still incorporating uniquely designed parts and accumulated development
costs, were probably up to eight times more costly than the average StuG. But, with parts commonality and
simplification, new modular production methods, and a huge, expendable forced labor force from
concentration camps , a significant numbers of each model was built until the end of the war. If the Panther
was the most cost-effective German AFV, and perhaps the most effective tank of WW2, the Tiger made such
an impression, that it quickly shaped its own legend, besides any propaganda effort. For its time, it was a
hardened steel mobile bunker, equipped with one of the most awe-inspiring guns of the war, the German
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anti-aircraft 88 mm 3. The before feared T and many Allied tanks, including the M4 Sherman , were now easy
targets from up to three miles away. With limited availability, this machine was only given to young, highly
motivated crews. The Tiger had serious tendencies to breakdown, was slow and had a limited range due to
very high consumption figures. The complicated drivetrain was difficult to repair, as were the tracks. Moreso,
Tigers disabled and abandoned were often lost for good, as towing was difficult. However, the large tracks
were an advantage on soft grounds snow and mud , lowering ground pressure. In fact both tanks incorporated
a great deal of wartime learnt improvements. A misjudged success story Both the Panzer III and IV were quite
expensive, and new mass-producible, cheaper variants for infantry support and tank-hunting were sought. The
most expensive part of these models, the turret, was replaced by a new, lowered hull, in the StuG III and IV ,
and their tank-hunter equivalents. Ultimately, with versions equipped with the 75 mm 2. More robust, more
difficult to hit, easier to repair, they added their numerical advantage, with no sacrifice to quality. Some StuGs
were used extensively as tank-hunters, and proved more lethal even than the Tiger , with some 20, kills
credited to these small hunters. They simply used shorter range and ambush tactics, enabled by their lower
silhouette, easy to camouflage. Hunting spirit As soon as the fall of Poland, German planners thought of
converting existing platform in order to mount heavier ordnance than the regular 37 mm 1. At this point, they
looked upon the excellent Czech AT 47 mm gun 1. Soon after, the elderly Panzer II chassis was chosen to
carry the 7. The Czech 38 t provided two other variants, Marder III and the famous Jagdpanzer 38 t
ubiquitously and incorrectly known as the Hetzer. Attempts to use the deadly 88 mm 3. The later stages of the
war gave birth to more advanced vehicles, like the Jagdpanther , Elefant , and Jagdtiger. The latter, only
produced in small numbers, was equipped with the most awesome piece of anti-tank artillery ever carried
during the war, a mm 5 in gun. But the ultimate defeat was quickened thanks to a near total air superiority and
new Allied tank-hunters. The British 6-pdr gun proved lethal against the Axis war machines, and was
subsequently employed by many US and British tank destroyers. Thus, some some real killing power was
added to the numerical advantage on Soviet side. Despite the lack of resources required to produce even the
Tigers , Hitler insisted for more gargantuan models. As soon as , a replacement for the Panzer VI was
designed. This nearly 70 tons monster incorporated some features from the Panther and an even more
powerful and lethal gun. As the engines were still not up to the task, mobility was, once again, an issue. Plus,
these new tanks were even more costly, and the Allied bombardment campaign began to take its toll. As the
future in the east looked bleaker, Hitler and his generals looked west. The plan was simple and daring. The
objective was to pierce the weakest point of the US sector defensive line, in the Ardennes, in Belgium, and
once again achieve the masterstroke, a rush to the sea, ultimately cutting off the supplies of the Allied forces.
The project was cancelled. Weighing close to tons, powered by a gargantuan diesel and sporting a monstrous
mm 5 in gun, this was the ultimate Wagnerian war machine. However, with long-lasting trials, relatively weak
performance, and many problems to cope with, like huge consumption, slow speed, weak maneuvering
capabilities and ultra-high cost, the entire project was cancelled in It was a late rebirth of the very early tank
concepts of tanks, inspired by H. A single prototype was captured by the British before reaching completion.
A big waste of resources was used to forge the superhuman, oversized tracks more or less similar to those used
later by NASA Saturn V pod carrier , which were all that remained of it. Featured AT guns From to , the
Wehrmacht took delivery to tens of thousands of antitank guns, from the puny standard 37 mm to the
legendary 8. The wartime German arsenal comprised in all 15 models registered, like the unusual 2. About 2,
were built by Mauser. Basically an airborne version of the regular Pak 36, but using the same squeeze bore
principle as described above for a real final caliber of 28 mm. Only were delivered. They could defeat 87 mm
of straight armour at m. The Germans have these modified by a new muzzle brake and mounted on a 5 cm Pak
38 carriage, then sent to the Eastern front. But they lacked modern AP shells and had a low muzzle velocity.
The unmodified ones were named in German service 7. Rounds in use were the PzGr. Was used also by
Finland and Hungary. Krupp Semi-experimental built until and using the Gerlich principle: Real diameter was
55mm. Also used on the Panther Kwk Best performances with the Pzgr. Captured Soviet gun, about
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converted. These mm divisional guns model F were originally designed as field gun but with AT capabilities
in mind. Best performances were obtained with the German-built 7. Semi-experimental high-low pressure gun
firing hollow charges, developed by Rheinmetall. AT adaptation by Krupp and Rheintemall of the legendary
anti-aircraft 88mm gun. Produced to about 2, until Use a tailored carriage of the cruciform quad mount.
Effective at m and more in almost flat trajecories it could fire indirectly at 15,m. Could fire the versatile Pzgr.
Most massive AT gun in use by the Werhmacht, produced by Krupp to just 51 unit until
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importance of an integrated combat team consisting of tanks, infantry, and artillery.
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